RD-0503
M. A. (English) (Sem. IV) Examination
March / April – 2017
ME-16 : Literary Form : Novel

Time : Hours] [Total Marks : 50

Instructions :
(1)

(2) Indicate clearly the options you attempt.

1 (a) “Heart of Darkness provides a critical view of European imperial activities”. - Discuss.

OR

(b) Focus on the symbolic significance of Conrad's "Heart of Darkness.

2 (a) Discuss major themes presented by Earnest Hemingway in For Whom the Bell Tolls.

OR

(b) Describe Robert Jordan as a typical code hero in Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls.

3 (a) Elaborate prominent themes in Lucky Jim by Amis.

OR

(b) Focus on the role of female characters in Lucky Jim.

4 (a) “Such a Long Journey portrays Indian Culture and Family life against the backdrop of the country's volatile post colonial politics.” - Discuss.

OR

(b) Examine Mistry's narrative techniques in Such a Long Journey.
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